


Aaron takes his experience from his roots 
which run deep into the Jamaican culture of 
home-built competitive sound systems. He’s 
been a DJ and a sound engineer, worked in the 
underground world of music and with high-end 
international bands. He applies his hard-earned 
knowledge to his designs.

As well as designing top-class equipment, 
Aaron still works as a professional sound 
engineer, and you can find him at: front of 
house, mixing monitors or as a system tech 
running the whole audio system depending 
on the current job. 

He uses top of the line component 
manufacturers, the best materials, and 
attention to detail. Three factory locations 
assemble his professional audio equipment 
to his exacting standards. 

Aaron B is more than a brand it’s a way of life 
for anyone who respects the quality of sound.
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VISION SERIES VM12 VISION SERIES VM12
Applications
Concerts

Festivals

DJ monitors

Corporate

Theatres

TV studios

Houses of Worship

Rehearsal studios

Venue Installations

Key features
Low profile birch plywood enclosure

Linear Phase crossover filters

High SPL

CMF Conical Mid flare

Polyurethane textured paint

NLT4 touring quality connectors

Left and Right mirror versions

Bi-amped for maximum performance

Anti-slip rubber base

About the Vision VM12
Tailoring a speaker doesn’t involve excessive EQ, 
if you start with an Aaron B speaker using the DSP 
presets with Core Series amplifiers for maximum 
performance, reliability, and consistency. A bi-amp 
speaker allows linear phase crossover filters – 
components are time-aligned and in phase. 

Individual output tuning means no compromises - 
resulting in maximum performance. Our unique three-
stage limiters within the DSP manage the peak bursts, 
thermal protection, and excursion limits giving you 
high reliability by protecting the speaker components.

The angle suits the average person positioned at a 
mic stand within a 120˚ radius from the front. Taller 
performers take steps back. The Aaron B feature CMF 
(Conical Mid Flare) give uncompromised sound quality 
wherever the performer stands.

Add in the dedicated subwoofer (VMSUB) for 
extended punch and bass. No messing with the 
settings - phase-coherent and no cancellations 
in the low-mid and bass frequencies.

The VM series comes as a turnkey package using our 
DSP and amplifier solutions - one seamless package 
putting you in control of the sound for consistent 
reliable performance wherever you set up across 
the world.

The Vision VM12, a high quality 12” +1.4” 
2 way bi-amp dynamic stage monitor
The VM12 design is unique and streets ahead of its 
rivals because I pay attention to every detail. When 
it comes to stage monitoring, the VM12 sets a new, 
improved standard. When you want an impressive 
dynamic response from a robust, compact speaker 
with a slick design, you pick the expertly configured 
speaker designed by me, Aaron B. My speaker 
designs are backed by my years of experience as a 
monitor engineer; TV, festivals, theatres, big and 
small concerts, rock, soul, pop, jazz and hip hop. I’ve 
done it all. I know that every event has a different 
demand to produce that high-quality sound for 
the performers. My VM12 has been beta tested 
on the road for a solid 18 months. I know that it is 
responsive and transparent so that you can achieve 
slick manipulation of your mix. The sound you put in 
is the sound you get out with the versatile VM12.

Specifications
Type 2 Way bi-amp Stage Monitor

Components LF 1×12” 3.5” voice coil, 

HF 1×1.4” 2.91” voice coil

LF Power rating 700W AES, 1400 AES Peak

LF Impedance 8 ohms

HF Power rating 100W AES, 200 AES Peak

HF Impedance 16 ohms

Dispersion 60° x 40°

Frequency 
response 54Hz – 18kHz (Preset)

Maximum SPL 138 dB

Crossover 1.25kHz Active

Connections NLT4 1+/- LF , 2 +/- HF

Finish Black polyurethane textured paint

Dimensions H 340mm x W 644mm x D 432mm

Weight 30 KG
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VISION SERIES VM15 VISION SERIES VM15
Applications
Concerts

Festivals

DJ Monitors

Theatres

Rehearsal studios

Venue Installations

Key features
Birch plywood enclosure

Linear Phase crossover filters

High SPL

Mounts bracket

Polyurethane textured paint

NLT4 connectors

Left and Right Mirror versions

CMF Conical Mid flare

Bi-amped for maximum performance

The Vision VM15, a high quality 15” +1.4” 
2 way bi-amp dynamic stage monitor
The VM15 is the VM12’s big brother, designed by 
me with the same level of care and attention to 
detail. Although it is 6cm taller than the VM12, 
the versatile VM15 is compact, robust, and stylish. 
The VM15 operates at a higher sound pressure 
level (SPL) of 141dB compared to the 139dB of the 
VM12. The difference seems slight, but it makes 
all the difference to volume. The VM15 has an 
extended bass response. I don’t recommend it for all 
applications like corporate settings where you need 
detailed sound at lower volumes for the speaking 
voice or very soft music, as the detail comes together 
at more average spl levels. My field experience as a 
monitor engineer in every type of setting from small 
venues to open-air festivals gives me the knowledge 
that a professional speaker needs to be flexible and 
adaptable to cater to varied demands. 

Specifications
Type 2 Way bi-amp Stage Monitor

Components LF 1×15” 3.5” voice coil, 

HF 1×1.4” 2.91” voice coil

LF Power 
rating 700W AES, 1400 AES Peak

LF Impedance 8 ohms

HF Power 
rating 100W AES, 200 AES Peak

HF Impedance 16 ohms

Dispersion 60° x 40°

Frequency 
response 48Hz – 18kHz (Preset)

Maximum SPL 141 dB

Crossover 1.25kHz Active

Connections NLT4 1+/-  LF, 2 +/- HF

Finish Black polyurethane textured paint

Dimensions H 400mm x W 691mm x D 525mm

Weight 37 KG

About the Vision VM15
The VM15 is designed to let you engineer the mix. 
No excessive EQ when you have a responsive, 
transparent speaker like the VM15. A passive speaker 
doesn’t give the impressive dynamic response of a bi-
amp speaker. Using the DSP presets with Core Series 
amplifiers gives maximum performance, reliability, 
and consistency. Linear phase crossover filters – 
components are time-aligned and in phase. 
Individual tuning means no compromises and 
maximum performance.

Our unique three-stage limiters within the DSP 
effectively manage the peak bursts, thermal 
protection, and excursion limits giving you high 
reliability by protecting the speaker components 
and maintaining balance. 

If you need extended bass and a punchier sound, 
then team the VM15 with its dedicated subwoofer 
– the VMSUB. The VM15 and VMSUB are phase 
coherent - there is no need to mess with the settings. 
You won’t get any cancellations in the low-mid, and 
bass frequencies.
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VISION SERIES VM12-P VISION SERIES VM12-P
Applications
Concerts & Festivals

Night Clubs

DJ monitors

Corporate

Theatres

TV studios

Houses of Worship

Rehearsal studios

Venue Installations

Key features
Compact birch plywood enclosure

Linear Phase crossover filters

High SPL

 Flexible mounting options

Polyurethane textured paint

NLT4 touring quality connectors

Bi-amped for maximum performance

Anti-slip rubber base

The Vision VM12-P, a high quality 12” 
+1.4” 2 way bi-amp point source monitor
The Vision VM12-P is a full range point source 
monitor system that is the ideal side fill. It’s the piece 
of kit I dreamt of when working in the field.

A side fill system that matches the performance of the 
VM12 and VM15 stage monitors. You know how it is, 
you are trying to get that perfect sound while juggling 
different stage monitors, side fill, different speakers 
for the DJ or the drummer and you still need all the 
mixes to sound the same. It’s exhausting thinking 
about it.

Specifications
Type 2 Way bi-amp Stage Monitor

Components LF 1×12” 3.5” voice coil, 

HF 1×1.4” 2.91” voice coil

LF Power 
rating 700W AES, 1400 AES Peak

LF Impedance 8 ohms

HF Power 
rating 100W AES, 200 AES Peak

HF Impedance 16 ohms

Dispersion 60° x 40°

Frequency 
response 54Hz – 18kHz (Preset)

Maximum SPL 138 dB

Crossover 1.25kHz Active

Connections NLT4 1+/-  LF, 2 +/- HF

Finish Black polyurethane textured paint

Dimensions H 644mm x W 370mm x D 380mm

Weight 28 KG
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About the Vision VM12-P
It doesn’t have to be a struggle. The VM12-P has the 
same components as the VM12, which both have 
the same voicing and tuning as the VM15 to give you 
the complete stage system. Two presets – full range 
and cut to give you the versatility needed for any 
application you can dream of.

The VM12-P and VMSUB are phase coherent so 
they pair up with no need to mess with the settings. 
You don’t get cancellations in the low-mid and bass 
frequencies. The VM12P can be used in cut mode 
when used with the sub which gives you extra 
headroom.

All the Aaron B range benefits from high quality birch 
plywood in the enclosure for its excellent strength 
and resistance to resonance. The low profile VM 

range gives an excellent stage speaker that produces 
superb sound without intruding on the audience 
experience.

Details matter – right down to the rubber base that 
keeps your equipment in place. The components 
are the best for the application. Touring quality 
connections, expertly engineered voice coils and 
even the quality of the paint – all the elements
matter in pursuit of excellence in sound and 
performance. Pair the VM12P and VMSUB together 
and you have a versatile system that is also ideal for 
a small FOH (front of house) system, Dj system or 
nightclubs, houses of worship and theatres. The VM 
range works together to give you the complete set up 
for any sound application.
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Applications
Concerts & Festivals

Night Clubs & Bars

DJ monitors

Corporate

Theatres

TV studios

Houses of Worship

Rehearsal studios

Venue Installations

Key features
Compact birch plywood enclosure

Linear Phase crossover filters

Casters with touring package

M20 Top hat mounts

Polyurethane textured paint

NLT4 touring quality connectors

Optional Transport protection lid

The Vision VMSUB, a high performance 
dual 15” subwoofer monitor
The Vision VMSUB is a high efficiency dedicated 
monitor subwoofer system, suitable for many 
types of live & DJ performance as well as installed 
sound applications.

The VMSUB complements the VM12, VM15 and 
VM12-P. Uniquely, VMSUB is the first subwoofer 
that gives you coherent bass extension with stage 
monitoring speakers – perfect for drum or DJ sub 
and flexible enough to be a side fill sub. It can also 
be used for multiple types of installations.

Specifications
Type Subwoofer Speaker System

Components 2 × 15”(380mm) Woofers 4” voice coil

Power rating 1400W AES, 2800 AES Peak

Impedance 4 ohms

Frequency 
response 35Hz – 115Hz (Preset)

System 
sensitivity 99.2 dB (Broadband)

Crossover 115Hz Active

Connections NLT4 1+/- LF

Finish Black polyurethane textured paint

Dimensions H 459mm x W 800mm x D 636mm

Weight 56 KG

VISION SERIES VMSUB
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About the Vision VMSUB
This plug and play system make an engineers job run
smoothly with its punchy performance, compact 
build, and versatile deployment. The VMSUB works 
with the Core Series 410 and 420 amplifiers like the 
other speakers in this range.

Constructed from high quality birch plywood with
a polyurethane textured paint finish the VMSUB
stands up to the rigours of touring.

The base has nylon skids to prevent damage to 
cabinets and the grooves help with stacking options. 
Connectors are Neutrik NLT4, extremely rugged and 
durable with an IP54 rating. Components are 2 x 15” 
700W woofers.

This product pushes out a lot of pressure for its 
compact size. The VMSUB is versatile as it can be 
stacked portrait or landscape. A double portrait stack 
is the perfect height for a side fill system once you 
add a VM12-P.

VISION SERIES VMSUB
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VISION SERIES Amplifiers

Amplifier Specification
Both the Core Series and X-Core amplifiers come with 
internal DSP. The DSP contains fixed pre-programmed 
settings for every Aaron B speaker. This approach 
gives you push-button loading of the speaker module, 
including Crossover points, Filters, EQ, Limiters, 
Delay, and Gain. You get consistent audio quality and 
reliability every time you connect your speakers to 
our amplifiers.

If you have different amplifiers, you can use our 
ISC48 processor. It uses the same DSP as the Core 
Series amplifier. All controls and presets are the 
same, but you will have to set the amplifier gains 
and limiters manually. 

You can control your devices on an ethernet network 
with our PC application System Engineer. It enables 
you to load presets, control the DSP, create groups, 
overlays and much more. The Aaron B amplifier and 
control systems are optimized to give you a high-end 
professional audio experience with power and lucid 
integrated DSP audio performance. We take care of 
the technology so you can deliver pure sound 
in any situation.

RMS per channel, all channels driven
Model 8 ohms 4 ohms 2 ohms

Core 410 1500W 2500W 2500W

Core 420 1500W 3000W 5000W

Core 806 750W 750W 750W

Recommended maximum loudspeakers per 
amplifier channel
Model VM12 VM12P VM15 VMSUB

Core 410 2 2 2 2**

Core 420 4 4 4 2

Core 806 1* 1* 1* N/ACore Series

Core Series ISC48
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VISION SERIES Amplifiers

Notes
* Recommended for less intense applications

** Limited Maximum SPL 

When using the ISC48 with third party amplifiers we cannot guarantee the 

quality and reliability of our speakers. This will be at the user’s risk.  
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E: info@aaronbaudio.co.uk
T: 0161 746 4183

Unit 5 Quest Park, Moss Hall Road, Heywood, Bury, BL9 7JZ

W: www.aaronbaudio.co.uk

AARON B IS A BRAND & TRADEMARK OF K&A AUDIO SYSTEMS UK LTD


